
        

            The Beauty that Saves: Brideshead Revisited as a counter-Portrait of the Artist

       Upon completing his first Catholic novel in 1945, Evelyn Waugh remarked that he had

never before realized “how specially Epiphany is the feast of artists.”1  He probably owed this

belated insight to the modern writer who gave the Christian holy day wide currency as a literary

term.

James Joyce had famously defined “epiphany” as a “sudden spiritual manifestation” that

functions as an aesthetic equivalent to the mysterious action of grace.2 As a substitute for the

experience of the numinous, the epiphany represents, in Walter Benjamin’s phrase, a profane

illumination of everyday reality without reference to an otherwordly dimension.3 In a climactic

scene from A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man that recasts Dante’s epiphanic meeting with

his beloved Beatrice, Stephen Dedalus, the protagonist of Joyce’s novel, discovers his artistic

vocation when he sees a young girl wading on a beach. This defining moment triggers his

conversion (contra Dante) to “mortal beauty”. I want to examine the radically different trajectory

the artist-figure follows in Brideshead Revisited. Although Waugh’s novel  has been referred to

as a counter-Portrait of the Artist,4  the suggestion, to my knowledge, has never been taken  up. I

propose to fill this critical gap by focussing on the progress  of Charles Ryder, who, like his Irish

predecessor,  initially sets out to create beauty for himself, but whose  “aesthetic education”  at

Brideshead estate leads him to the first Author of beauty.

       Stephen’s aesthetic education begins with a childlike appreciation of pretty flowers: “White

roses and red roses: those were beautiful colours to think of.”5 Later, as an adolescent, he learns

to associate these floral hues with opposing types of beauty, one conducive to eternal salvation,



the other detrimental to it. A preacher’s fiery sermon during a religious retreat awakens 
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Stephen’s moral sensibility, and stirs him to feel compunction for having entertained lustful

thoughts of his girlfriend Emma. Despite this transgression, the retreatant imagines the Virgin

Mary showing the young couple clemency:

          Their error had offended deeply God’s majesty, though it was the error of two children,

but            it had not offended her whose beauty is not like earthly beauty, dangerous to look

upon,                but like the morning star, which is its emblem, bright and musical.6

Whereas the red rose of earthly beauty can divert the human gaze away from its transcendent

focal point, the stellar beauty of Mary reorients the aspiration of the soul towards heaven.

Stephen’s recourse to her maternal intercession recalls Dante’s contemplation of the mother of

God as tota pulchra, the “beauty that was joy in the eyes of all the other saints.”7 Buoyed up with

the hope of receiving pardon for his sins, Stephen accordingly conveys his experience of

repentance through the image of the Virgin’s flower: “his prayers ascended to heaven from his

purified heart like perfume straining upwards from a heart of white rose.”8 His radical change of

heart —symbolized by the purity of the white rose—generates a new epiphany of beauty: “How

beautiful must be a soul in the state of grace when God looked upon it with love!”9

       This rose-coloured vision soon fades, however, into the light of common day. Unlike Dante,

Stephen decides to stop invoking the Marian name of the “fair flower” that had so absorbed his

mind with thoughts of heavenly paradise.10 Instead he comes to believe that the innocent soul,

once ensnared by the ways of sin, lapses irreversibly since “not to fall was too hard, too hard.”11

The seemingly irresistible power of sin mars the beauty of the soul that closes  itself to the



promptings of grace. An “envoy from the fair courts of life” rouses Stephen from his 

3

dark night of fatalism by throwing open before him “the gates of all the ways of error and

glory.”12 In sharp contrast to Dante, who described himself as no “timid friend [of] truth,”13

Joyce’s hero strives “to err, to fall” and yet “to triumph” without relying on a divine agent. The

modernist affirms the creative “freedom and power of his soul”14 in Nietzschean fashion. Both

his art and life depend ultimately on what the German philosopher called  “the necessity of

error” rather than on “absolute truth.”15As Heidegger puts it, for Nietzsche

          The sensuous world—which in Platonism means the world of semblance and errancy, the   

            realm of error—is the true world. But the sensuous, the sense-semblant, is the very

element            of art.16

Similarly, Stephen locates “the essence of beauty”17 not in some ethereal setting governed by

a transcendent idea or principle, but in the realm of the immanent where sense-perception

prevails. The immediate sensual appeal of the bird-like girl stirs his soul to exclaim “Heavenly

God!...in an outburst of profane joy.”18 With this contradictory cry Stephen  subverts a long-

standing Christian, as well as Platonic, tradition of aesthetics in the process. Whereas Hopkins,

for example, tried to save observable appearances by referring them “back to God, beauty’s self

and beauty’s giver,”19 the modern artist assigns permanent value to “the beauty of mortal

conditions.”20 

       Although Stephen concocts an aesthetic theory based on Thomist vocabulary, he privileges

“the half of art” that Baudelaire described as “the transitory, the fugitive, the contingent” over

“the eternal and immutable.”21 While Aquinas maintained that evanescent beauty is but “a



scattered and prismatized reflection of the face of God,”22  Baudelaire contemplated a Janus-

faced figure, whose “gaze” is “infernal, yet divine”: “Que tu viennes du ciel ou de l’enfer,

qu’importe / 
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O Beaute” (“What difference, then, [whether you come] from heaven or from hell / O Beauty”).23

Beauty becomes, as Dostoevsky predicted, the main battleground where Satan and God duel for

the heart of man.24 In A Portrait, the Irish artist adopts Lucifer’s motto, “non serviam: I will not

serve” in order to allay his fear of making “a great mistake, a lifelong mistake and perhaps as

long as eternity too.”25 “Burned by the love of beauty,” Joyce’s Dedalus, like Baudelaire’s

plaintive Icarus, sets out to separate the true from the good and the beautiful.26  Against Dante’s

white rose of eternal beauty, Stephen sets  a Baudelairean fleur du mal, a vision of an earthly

rose “breaking in full crimson.”27

       The crimson rose symbolizes the transient flower of eros whose bloom is art. Stephen’s

heightened visionary power transforms the girlish face, “touched with the wonder of mortal

beauty” that he “worships” on the strand into various distorted images of his beloved Emma,

including “the flower-girl in the ragged dress with damp coarse hair and a hoyden’s face” and

especially the virgin-temptress of the villanelle sequence he composes.28  The artist internalizes

the traditional role of Mary as the pure incarnational medium of the divine Logos as depicted by

Dante. In a memorable scene from the Divine Comedy, Beatrice directs the pilgrim’s gaze away

from her physical beauty and towards the virginal “womb that was the inn of our desire”:29

          Why does my face so enamour thee that thou dost not turn to the fair garden that flowers     

         under the rays of Christ? There is the rose in which the divine Word was made flesh.30



In A Portrait Stephen pictures Mary instead as a siren figure whose sensual charm lures the

seraph Gabriel to her maiden chamber for a profane annunciation. She no longer refers the

“erring sinner” to the merciful Lord present in “the tabernacle burning with love for mankind.”31 

From the rose of her “strange and wilful heart” emanate the same rays that once “burned up the

world” 
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when the rebellious angels, led by Lucifer, fell. Now these ancient flames consume the budding

poet with “a tremulous morning knowledge”: “O! In the virgin womb of the imagination the

word was made flesh.”32 St. Jerome advised the Christian writer in a famous  allegorical dictum

to take the “beautiful captive” of pagan letters honourably to wife as the handmaid of God’s

Word.33  The logodaedalus pays autoerotic homage to the seductive muse enclosed within the

confines of his own being to fulfill an alternate scripture.34 As a “counter-creator” competing

with the primal fiat, in George Steiner’s telling phrase,35  Joyce’s godlike artist begets a new,

self-referential word before which he bows down on the altar of his imagination.

          Stephen elevates Art to the “supreme end he had been born to serve.”36  The “eucharistic

hymn” he pens in honour of his creative genius reverses the sacramental process which points

beyond itself to the Incarnate Word. The autonomous human subject becomes instead, in

Derridean terms, the “transcendental signified” of its own signification. Stephen turns Art into

his bread and wine, “the consubstantial mirror of beatific Beauty.”37 The self-devotional rite of

pride the “priest of eternal imagination” performs contrasts sharply with the humble supplication

Dante’s penitential pilgrims make to their Lord: “Give us this day the daily manna, without

which he goes backward through this harsh wilderness who most labour to advance.”38 The



modernist who perceives no “end beyond the end”of poetry, Maritain remarks, falls into the

“deadly error” of expecting his own word “to provide the supersubstantial nourishment of

man.”39  The failure to distinguish between means and end, between perishable food and the

bread of life, makes art the object rather than the vehicle of worship. “ The idolatry of the

beautiful,” as Levinas puts it, leads one to adore “a work of art [that] substitutes itself for God.”40
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       In Waugh’s view, the project of modern novelists like Joyce to represent the whole person

failed precisely because they omitted his “determining character—that of being God’s creature

with a defined purpose.”41  The sense of his “mild proud sovereignty” led Stephen Dedalus to

alter the course that, under the guidance of Mary, would have brought him “across the bleak

wilderness...home”to Jesus. A self-imposed exile who preferred endless erring, he flew by the

“net” of religion and sought to embrace through his art a “loveliness...not yet come into the

world.”42 Waugh maintained, on the other hand, that each soul is “born with a longing for God

and Beauty.”43  This innate desire for the One who is ever ancient, ever new 44obviated the need

of the modernist to invent his own beauty. In Brideshead Revisited, then,  an agnostic young

man, being predisposed to “take art as a means not an end,”45 tells the story of how he  is drawn

gradually to “God’s better beauty, grace.”46

       In spite of his quasi-theological view of the subsidiary role of art, Charles Ryder makes

aesthetic beatitude the terminus ad quem of his pilgrimage to Brideshead Castle. The secular

pilgrim’s initial view of the house beautiful transports him to a place “very near heaven” where

he goes into the kind of rapture usually reserved for those who see “the Beatific Vision.”47

Charles’s ode to “the languor of Youth” extols the “new-found beauty” of the “enchanted

palace”



located in the midst of an Arcadian paradise.48  The eighteenth-century fountain that occupies the

large space before the steps of the Flyte family home becomes the artist’s first object of

reverence , for he spends countless hours contemplating its “worldly splendour.”49 Compelled by

Sebastian to draw the centrepiece of the building, Charles feels “a whole new system of nerves

alive within [him], as though the water that spurted and bubbled among its stones, were indeed a

life-giving spring.”50 As the source of his creative inspiration, the Pierian font ushers Charles

into a new life 
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of the aesthete.

       This aesthetic conversion marks the artist’s entry into a region where beauty is truth, and

truth beauty. The “still unravished” ground of the estate links Brideshead, as many critics have

noted,51 to the lapidary oracle pronounced by the Grecian Urn. Like Keats, Charles affirms the

permanence of art in a world of change and considers beauty to be the highest good. This 

Romantic attitude fails, however, to satisfy his heart’s deepest longing. The implicit question that

haunts him could be phrased as follows: can an object wrought by human hands which is itself

subject to decay bring one lasting joy?

       Charles knows the answer lies in restoring an ordered relationship of means to end. To show

the process of his hero’s aesthetic rehabilitation Waugh draws on the important distinction

between “use” and “enjoyment”. According to St. Augustine’s classic formulation in On

Christian Doctrine, to enjoy a beautiful thing means to cling to it for its own sake, and to love it

as ultimate value, whereas to use a beautiful thing “with joy” means to employ it with reference

to a proper object of love. So when people perceive “the works of the hands of men,” Augustine



says, the inner eye of the soul should “lead them to the art and conception of the artist and thence

to rise in admiration and praise of God, the Creator of all, and the most fruitful end of love.”52

The same principle holds true in the case of a human being, who should be loved not for his or

her own sake, but for the image of the divine Person that creature bears. The first impulse is one

of cupidity or self-love, while the fruit of the second is charity.

       When Charles therefore goes in “search of love”53 during his halcyon days, the spiritual

odyssey exposes both his use and abuse of beauty. The epiphanic vision of Brideshead in its

pristine splendour reveals a sublimated desire for heavenly bliss that is later channelled through

his 
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architectural painting. The fledgling  painter finds an outlet for his eros-longing first in

Sebastian, then in Julia. Although this stage of his apprenticeship represents a positive shift of

focus from landscape painting to drawing the human figure, problems arise because Charles

reifies these personal relationships to the point of deifying them. Human affections, in fact,

provide the highest source of aesthetic enjoyment as can be witnessed, for example, in his

countless, obsessive attempts to paint reproduce Julia’s “full quattrocento loveliness” and the

different shades of her “new wealth and delicacy.”54  Idolatry, whether artistic or sexual,

constitutes—especially for Julia—the unforgivable sin of setting up “a rival good to God’s.”55 

The adulterous affair with Charles prompts her to suggest that she is, unwittingly, only a

“forerunner” of something or someone greater. Julia is “no Penelope,”as her equally unfaithful

Odysseus wryly remarks,56 but she is no Francesca either, preferring an eternal inseparability

with Paolo in hell to renouncing her adultery with him on earth.57 Repentance  transforms



Charles’s temptress-muse into a potential Beatrice figure .58 Julia’s relinquishing of any sexual

possessiveness might stagger the modern mind, but Waugh has his heroine follow in the

footsteps of Dante’s beloved, who, once she had prepared the pilgrim to become “God’s lover,”

departed from him, as Dorothy L. Sayers notes, by saying, in effect, “I am but a type of that

which is greater than I; turn from the type to the Archetype.”59 After much reflection, Charles

concurs with Julia’s assessment of the situation:

          ...perhaps all our loves are merely hints and symbols...perhaps you and I are types and this  

           sadness which sometimes falls between us springs from disappointment in our search,

each              straining though and beyond the other.60

Both lovers now realize they have been seeking the Absolute , or what Dante called “the end of

all desires,”61 in the wrong place. This moment of truth adds an unsuspected dimension to

Charles’s 
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belief “that to know and love one other human being is the root of all wisdom.”62 Misguided as it

was, human love nevertheless brings Charles a step closer to the divine.63

       Before discerning how “the Lord is good to those searching for his love,”64 Charles mourns

the loss of his Beatrice. Dante had linked the tragically early death of his beloved in Florence to

the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem, an event hauntingly evoked in the opening verse of

Lamentations: “Quomodo sedet sola civitas plena populo” (“How doth  the city sit solitary that

was full of people”).65 Waugh has his hero ponder the resonance of the same biblical passage at

key points in the narrative. Cordelia introduces Jeremiah’s prophetic utterance in order to draw a

parallel between the ruined Temple of the Jews and the recently deconsecrated chapel at



Brideshead.66 A sense of desolation prevails after Lord Marchmain, Sebastian, and Julia desert

the family home and, figuratively, the faith of their ancestors.67 Charles is not concerned here

with the question of belief, so he translates the religious lament into an aesthetic one. He sees the

immortal beauty of Brideshead reflected first in the “magically beautiful” Sebastian, then later in

Julia, “so beautiful always,” as her father says.68 When Charles is therefore forced to make his

own exodus from the “temple” of Art,69 the Beatrician muse, in effect, abandons him.

       He tries to recover the “fading light”of his original inspiration by drawing a portrait of the

Marchmain town house before it is torn down. Instead of being a fresh start, this first

commission sets the pattern for later portraits of other English houses “soon to be deserted or

debased.”70 Celia, “the ideal wife for a painter,” considers this type of architectural portraiture to

be a waste of her husband’s talent. She therefore encourages him to live “for one

thing—Beauty,” and “to go and create it for himself”abroad. Unfortunately, the search for

novelty proves to be another dead end. In the tropics Charles seeks inspiration “among gutted

palaces...cloisters, embowered in 
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weed, derelict churches”71 and the like. Ironically, the new world seems just as barren as the old.

       Upon his return to England on a luxury liner, Charles muses on the sterility of modern art:72

          Here I am...back from the jungle, back from the ruins. Here where wealth is no longer         

          gorgeous or power has no dignity. Quomodo sedet sola civitas.73

Charles finds the decor of the ship, dominated by the colour of blotting paper, to be so tawdry

that he fails to notice the presence of Julia whose beauty fades into the “cube of blotting paper”

she is sitting in.74 Charles recoils from the luxurious surroundings, while Julia is absorbed by



them. The quotation from Lamentations undercuts the idea of progress conveyed in the scene.

Waugh also hints at the moral regress of the incipient lovers through an apt allusion to the Divine

Comedy. Just as Dante is reunited with the shade of Beatrice after a ten-year separation, so, too,

Charles and Julia each experience an interval of ten “dead years” before they meet again.74 The

parallel, however, only serves to highlight the stark contrast between their situations. While the

reunion with his lady reorients the medieval pilgrim towards a new life of grace, Charles’s

encounter  with Julia commits them to “living in sin.”76 Whether in art or in life, Charles, like

another admirer of the Italian literary genius, engages in “a romance of decay.”77

       Waugh draws an oblique yet significant parallel between Dante Gabriel Rossetti and the 

protagonist of Brideshead Revisited.78 The artistic “failure” of the two can, in fact, be attributed 

to same cause. If the Pre-Raphaelite painter had been sustained by faith, “once firmly attached to

that invisible thread of Chesterton,” Waugh observed, then “his [Rossetti’s] moral failure, which

at every point frustrated his genius, would have been saved.”80 Deprived of a sacramental vision,

moreover, his imagination fell into “the vague idolatry of ideal womanhood, incarnate in certain

pathetically inadequate types.”80 Rossetti, however, managed to transcend his “spiritual 
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inadequacy” on rare occasions in paintings of “exquisite beauty” such as Beata Beatrix.81 This

canvas  embodies “all that was most tender and most devout in his memory of his wife,” who

serves as the inspirational model for “the dimly aureoled head” of Beatrice limned in the scene.82

On the frame of this “worthy memorial” of his “early love”, Rossetti inscribed the prophetic

words Dante utters in the Vita Nuova: “Quomodo sedet sola civitas.”83 This biblical phrase

resonates, of course, in Charles’s psyche too. His varying responses to the Beatrician moment



(including his paintings of Julia) function as an index to his development as a human being and

as an artist. He is able to make up for his shortcomings both in the aesthetic and moral spheres

only when he feels the “twitch upon the thread” of grace, the Chestertonian image Cordelia uses

to predict the eventual return of her family to their spiritual roots.84 Charles helps to fulfill this

scenario when he voices an unsolicited prayer on behalf of Lord Marchmain, whose “beautiful”

deathbed repentance 85 sets the stage not only for the conversions of Julia and Sebastian but also

his own. In this richly allusive context Charles appears as a Rossetti on the road to salvation.

       This new direction becomes crystallized in the epilogue to the novel. Revisiting Brideshead 

during wartime, Charles surveys the destruction the army has wrought on his cherished house:

          ‘The builders did not know the uses to which their work would descend; they made a new   

          house with the stones of the old castle; year by year, generation after generation, they          

          enriched and extended it; year by year the great harvest of timber in the park grew to           

           ripeness until, in sudden frost, came the age of Hooper; the place was desolate and the       

            work all brought to nothing; Quomodo sedet sola civitas. Vanity of vanities, all is

vanity.86

This lamentation sounds the note of “traditional despair” Waugh associated with the Pre-

Raphaelite view of life:
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          Vain regret, waste, frustration—these, when all was summed up...were the stark                  

          conclusions of Rossetti’s philosophy. Vanitas vanitatum 87

Even the hope that Rossetti “instinctively and distantly apprehended” never materialized.88 The

prospects look just as bleak for Charles. The fountain that earlier served as a continual source of



“comfort and refreshment” has run dry, its basin, like the river in Eliot’s Waste Land, cluttered

with “cigarette-ends and the remains of...sandwiches.”89 Desolation is not “the last word,”

Charles concludes, but “a dead word from ten years back.”90 A living , unspoken Word is about

to transfigure the site of aesthetic stagnation into an occasion of spiritual rebirth. The artist is

ready to express an implicit baptismal desire for “the fountain of living waters.”91

       Charles’s final thoughts reflect this change of view:

            Something quite remote from anything the builders had intended had come out of their      

             work, and out of the fierce little human tragedy in which I played; something none of us  

               thought about at the time; a small red flame—a beaten-copper lamp of deplorable

design                 relit before the beaten-copper doors of a tabernacle...It could not have been lit

but for the               builders and the tragedians, and there I found it this morning, burning anew

among the                    old stones.92

The first part of the reflection recalls the Dante’s vision of life as a human tragedy that can be

transformed into a divine comedy. The “happy ending” of Brideshead Revisited is therefore

charged with a consolation which evokes the symbolic significance of the Eucharist.93 If the idea

of secular progress leads necessarily to “catastrophe”, as Walter Benjamin maintained, then it

can be said that a modern pilgrim’s progress ends in “eucatastrophe”, 94 that is, the good

catastrophe. “The physical dissolution of the house of Brideshead,” as Waugh himself explained

the ending of his novel, “has in fact been a spiritual regeneration.”95  For this reason the

previously melancholic Charles feels a special sense of release and becomes “unusually

cheerful.”96

       If , as Bachelard would say,97 the profane memories of Charles are “housed,” so, too, are the

sacred. The final scene of the novel foregrounds the only part of the estate that remains intact,



the reconsecrated chapel with its art nouveau paint looking “fresh and bright as ever.”98 Charles

still considers the artwork an eyesore, but the deplorable aesthetic design no longer repels him.

What draws him inside is a grace beyond the reach of art that allows him to acknowledge the

spiritual beauty of the place. This last epiphany confirms the artist’s acceptance of the

“supernatural as the real.”99 The art nouveau lamp kindles his desire to communicate with the

divine Person hidden yet truly and substantially present in the eucharist. Charles declares his

faith in the Real Presence with a silent prayer, “an ancient, newly learned form of words.”100 The

visible beauty of the house he imbibed as a young aesthete had for a time clouded his vision of

“the Alice-in-Wonderland side” of religion.101 Now in the sacramental mirror, through a looking-

glass darkly, the eyes of faith can nevertheless see beyond mere shadows or appearances and

recognize the tabernacle as a sign pointing to the soul’s heavenly home.

       The idea of home, of course, resonates throughout Brideshead Revisited. Charles draws an

architectural self-portrait when he tells Hooper, “I never built anything...I’m homeless.”102 He

feels a keen sense of “transcendental homelessness”103 because the condition of his interior castle

mirrors the derelict houses he paints professionally. Early in his career Charles “regarded men as

something much less than the buildings they made and inhabited, as mere lodgers and short-term

sub-lessees of small importance in the long, fruitful life of their homes.”103 On this, his last visit

to Brideshead, he realizes the irony of holding such a view, for even the new house built with

stones 
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of  the old is, despite its imposing physical structure , as impermanent as its residents.  “Non hinc

habemus manentum civitatem” (“Here is no permanent city”),  as Waugh wrote on the



manuscript of his novel.105 The pilgrim, on the other hand,  need not be a stranger forever and

remain, like Anthony Blanche, a “nomad of no nationality.” He can seek a better country, return

to “the 

household of the faith”and become one of its living stones.106 Like Bunyan’s Christian, Charles

is on the move from the City of Destruction to the Celestial City. En route he discovers that only

the divine Architect builds on firm foundations: “if our earthly house, this tabernacle, is

destroyed, we have a building from God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the

heavens.”107 Charles journeys, in other words, towards the House Beautiful, the “true tabernacle”

who is, in effect, Christ himself.108
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